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Change of plans: Standium relocated to existing track
A rendering of the Staffer Family Stadium and Duke Athletic Center on its newly relocated site next to the Bauman parking lot The original plans called for the stadium to be built off campus.
Pho to by Geo rge Fox Un i ve rs i t y
B y T Y L E R Z I M M E R M A N
Crescent Sta f f
The University has announced plans to re
locate the new stadium to the existing track,
while maintaining the planned completion
date of fall 2013. In a letter to faculty and
staff, President Robin Baker justified the deci
sion, saying the plans are designed to "save
money and enhance the student experience."
T h e a t h l e t i c c e n t e r a n d s t a d i u m w i l l b e
built on the west side of the Colcord Field,
partially on Bauman parking lot which will be
expanded to make up for lost parking.
The University expects to save around
$1.3 mill ion to $1.8 mill ion In infrastructure
c o s t s .
The decision was just recently passed by
t h e b o a r d o f t r u s t e e s a n d h a s b e e n m e t w i t h
positive responses from donors and the ath
letic department.
Director of Athletics Craig Taylor said the
relocation, "makes the most sense for the Ath
letic department, considering we won't have
to move anything off-campus."
According to President Baker, "Not only
will the location bring fans and student-ath
letes Into the heart of campus, but will also
provide a larger on-campus covered location
for large events such as graduation ceremo
nies and the Oregon Special Olympics. Access
also will be easier for residents of Friendsvlew
Retirement Community."
Craig Taylor sees new possibilities with
this decision, saying the change of plans will
open doors for large outdoor concerts, ex
panded intramural activities and benefits to
t e a m s b e s i d e s f o o t b a l l a n d l a c r o s s . " W i t h a
covered stadium, the track team will be able
to host meets like they haven't been able to
before." The university is planning on resur
facing the track and field with synthetic turf
hopefully by the end of this summer.
The 23 acres of land at the proposed
Austin Athletic Complex site will still be uti
lized, but the on-campus changes will now
take priority. "There are a lot of different con
versations happing now about what to do at
the Austin field," says Taylor.
ASC adds new dance, despite challenges
B y T Y L E R Z I M M E R M A N
C r e s c e n t S t a f f
In an effort to keep students
on campus the weekend before
Halloween, ASC has added a new
dance the calendar- Fox's Future
F a n t a s t i c 3 0 0 0 . T h e d a n c e w i l l
be on Oct. 29, from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. In the dining hall. Activities
Director Stephanie Grosse said
the purpose of the dance is "to
give students an alternative
i n s t e a d o f g o i n g o u t s i d e
of fox campus to entertain
t h e m s e l v e s . "
According to Grosse, dances
are usua l l y the mos t we l l
attended events on campus,
citing the 80s Dance which
drew well over 600 students. In
the past, there have been ASC
sponsored Halloween events,
such as Screaming Sardines
and Trick-or-Treating, but these
events haven't attracted very
many students.
ASC saw a need to keep
students around during a
weekend where many students
t r y t o fi n d e n t e r t a i n m e n t
FOX s I uTunr, fantastic sooo I
< ,.%v
off campus. According to
A S C P r e s i d e n t E l i z a b e t h
Tolon, "[Stephanie] had been
approached by a few di^erent
students who wanted some sort
of a dance at the end of Oct. that
would provide students a way
to hang out especially when it
c o m e s t o H a l l o w e e n . "
T h i s w a s e a s i e r s a i d t h a n
d o n e . A l t h o u g h A S C h a d
sponsored Hailoween-themed
events In the past, the fact that
ASC was proposing a dance
made things more complicated.
"Its been a little bit difficult Just
because in years past the idea
of having a dance in October
surrounding Halloween hasn't
been greeted too well by the
administration Just because
of previous incidents," said
President Tolon.
H a l l o w e e n w e e k e n d h a s
posed a challenge for faculty
and student leaders who want
to respect the more tradi t ional
beliefs of many people in our
community without leaving out
students who are looking for
Ha l loween en te r ta inment . ASC
has been trying to find a way to
please everyone, including the
administration. "I think that it 's
been difficult because we want
to create a holistic front," said
To l o n .
The solution, according to
ASC, is Fox's Future Fantast ic
3000- a non-Ha l loween dance
at the end of Oct. "This dance
is 100% non-halloween related,"
s a i d G r o s s e . B u t t h e l a c k o f a n
o f fi c i a l H a l l o w e e n t i e - i n i s n ' t
purely due to different opinions
on the holiday. "We felt like that
would have been the easy route.
We wanted to put a new spin on
it so we could make it an ongoing
e v e n t . " F F F 3 0 0 0 w i l l f e a t u r e a
fu tu r i s t i c deco r, t echno mus ic
and food. "This dance Is a long
time coming and It will literally
blow your mind's socks off."
Costumes? According to
Grosse costumes are welcome
but please no masks. "With any
Fox dance or any fox event, we are
still under the lifestyle contract.
If we feel like your costume is a
breach of that contract we wil l
deal with It situationally."
According to Tolon, "The
adminis t rat ion l ikes i t because
i t i s n o t H a l l o w e e n r e l a t e d . " B u t
that isn't going to keep students
from dressing up, dancing and
eating candy. Grosse assures,
"it's going to be a good, safe and
clean time for everybody."
The add i t ion o f the dance w i l l
still keep ASC within their limit of
six sponsored dances and both
G r o s s e a n d To l o n a r e c o n fi d e n t
t h a t F F F 3 0 0 0 w i l l b e a b e n e fi t
to our community. According
to Grosse, "Changing anything
in the system is going to cause
some extra work but I felt like the
positive outcomes that will come
from the dance totally outweigh
the work.that it will take to make
it happen."
C r e s c e n t a t a G l a n c e
S p o r t s
Volleyball team adds freshmen
F e a t u r e
The Crescen t takes a l ook a t
Cultural Issue with a special
emphasis on the upcoming Cultural
C e l e b r a t i o n W e e k
A r t s & C u l t u r e
Jordan
S h r e e v e
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Opin ion
Thoughts on the end of "don't
ask, don't tell"
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Students as servants:
campus facilitates a variety of service opportunities
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Students gather for a picture after cleaning Scotty's Playhouse in McMinnville as a part of the James Project
Photo by SARAH BRASE
B y S A R A H B R A S E
C r e s c e n t S t a f f
Looking for opportunities to
serve Newberg and the surround
ing communities?
Accord ing to Toni Snyder,
Community Service Coordinator,
"George Fox recognizes the differ
ent talents, gifts and passions of
s t u d e n t s a n d o f f e r s d i f f e r e n t s e r v i c e
opportunities for everyone."
James Project provides stu
dents an opportunity to serve
locally. The heart of James Project
is found in James 2:14-17, remind
ing us that "faith without works is
dead." Snyder said, "It is our duty
as Christians to help those in need.
We can gain so much wisdom from
others by reaching out to those in
need." James Project has partnered
with Habitat for Humanity, Five
Rock Ranch, and Love Inc. to serve
Newberg and the nearby communi
ties. Stacking firewood, gardening,
and building a home are ail projects
undertaken by James Project.
Traditionally, James Project
serves twice a month. This year,
Snyder said there is a greater needfor service in the community.
Several organizations have con
tacted her expressing their need
for help. As a result, James Project
has been serving every Saturday.
Look for posters around campus
or e-mail Toni Snyder (tsnyder09@
georgefox.edu) for more informa
tion on upcoming James Project
service opportunities.
U r b a n S e r v i c e s c o n n e c t s s t u
d e n t s w i t h t h e h o m e l e s s c o m m u n i
ty in Portland and Salem. Students
serve food to the homeless whi le
building relationships with them.
Mary Owen, Portland coordina
tor for Urban Services, said, "When
you reach outside of the sphere
of people around you, you will see
the world in a new light. It teaches
you learn to love in a different way."
Owen said that just as Christ broke
the social barriers by loving the
outcasts of society, we are to follow
His example and break the social
barrier placed against the homeless
and marginalized.
Students meet in the Bruin Den
Fridays at 5 p.m. for Salem and 5:30
p.m. to leave for Portland.
Serve Trips provide a great way
for students to get involved with
short term missions. These week-
long mission trips allow students a
chance to serve different groups of
people, while serving side by side
with peers. Serve trips are offered
during Christmas break and Spring
b r e a k .
T h e C r e s c e n t
This year for Winter Serve, stu
dents can spend a week in Portland,
Seattle or Twin Rocks partnering
with local ministries and serving
the community. Winter Serve appli
c a t i o n s a r e a v a i l a b l e o u t s i d e o f t h e
ASC offices in the SUB.
Little Bruins is a mentoring
program des igned to connect
George Fox students with students
from the local elementary and
middle schools. Students spend
one hour each week with their little
Bruin. This is a great way to build a
relationship with young students
and encourage them by Investing
in their lives, if you are interested in
getting involved with Little Bruins
next semester, contact Lauren Barn-
hart at ibarnhart08@georgefox.edu.
"Outreach programs provide an
awesome way to gain a wider per
spective on life. They strengthen
our faith and encourage us to step
outside of our comfort zones," said
Lauren Johnson, Christ ian Service
Director. She encourages students
to "prayerfully consider where God
wants you to serve this year."
F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t
any of the service opportunities,
contact Lauren Johnson or stop by
the Christian Services office in the
S U B .
Hand-picked political science book club
the printing press.
O the r t op i cs i nc l uded t he
[alleged] progress of democratiza
tion in Africa, the resiliency of the
euro and I ts surv ival in the Euro
Zone, the financial crisis in Greece,
predatory lending banks, and which
countries or organizations actually
run the internet.
On a single, albeit fascinating
tangent. Hall posed the question:
If the U.S. didn't enter into the Civil
War and the Confederation was
allowed to run the government,
would this country later be run by
N a z i s ?
Now there's a topic for another
day.
B y A L E X G A M E Z
Crescent Sta f f
Last spring, Mark Hall, professor
of political science, hand-picked a
small group of students to partici
pate in a sponsored reading group
supported by the Koch Foundation.
The group met once a week
and worked through Alexis de Toc-
queville's "Democracy in America."
Pleased with the outcome. Hall
chose to organize two subsequent
groups for the fall and spring se
m e s t e r s .
This fall, Michael MacLeod, as
sistant professor of political science,
joins Hail in facilitating the reading
group. Similar to last spring, a small
group of students were chosen at
the discretion of Hail to join the
group, this time discussing weekly
material from "The Economist," a
publication that focuses on busi
ness and international affairs.
B o t h H a i l a n d M a c L e o d e x
pressed the wish for the group's
participants to strive for an under
standing of international causes,
conflicts and concerns.
"I hope that the group gives
students an appreciation for the
complexity of global issues and
problems, especially those relating
to political and economic freedom,"
said sophomore Connor Schaefer
commented on the unique oppor
tunity the group provides in ex
ploring worldwide concerns with
likeminded students. "Personally,
I've really enjoyed and been en
riched by this group. I think this is
a great opportunity for everyone
involved, especially because we
discuss current events and issues
that are unfolding as we speak. I
love discussing this kind of thing,
but often can't find an outlet to do
so," said Schaefer.
Together, Hall and MacLeod en
couraged each student to commu
nicate interest, censure, or praise on
an article he or she found particu
larly resonant.
While discussing global de
pendence on technology, several
students commented on the [pre
dicted] extinction of the paperback
b o o k .
"I don't think the paperback \
book has a decade left," said Austin
Schaefer, a junior at George Fox.
Schaefer expects only specialized
textbooks ordered by higher edu
cation institutions and culturally"
iconic books such as Harry Potter
and Twilight would see the light of
alarm speaker
talks reconcilion
By JESSICA STANTONCrescent Staff
African Leadership And Recon
ciliation Ministries (ALARM) J"*®''"
national Director Meredith Wheeler
and President C l^estin Musekura
both spoke at George Fox Univer
sity on Oct. 11 and 12.Over these two days George Fox
provided four different opportuni
ties for students to hear Wheeler
and Musekura speak. The messages
they focused on were the meaningof forgiveness and reconciliation
and the testimonies of the peace
and justice that ALARM brings to
African nations through biblical
teaching.
ALARM was founded after the
1994 Rwanda genocide. Musekura
was in the United States when he
received the news that 70 members
of his church and seven members
of his family were murdered in less
t h e n 1 2 m i n u t e s .
He returned to Africa to find
his family at the refugee camp in
Gama. Musekura knew he had ne
glected the leaders in the camp.After finding his family and 17 of
those leaders, ALARM was born.
ALARM now has 54 leaders in
eight African countries, including
Rwanda, Sudan and Uganda. Each
nat ional o ffice wi th in each country
develops projects to cater to the
specific needs of the community.
The staff is trained through semi
n a r s a n d a l l h a v e a c h i e v e d m a s t e r ' s
degrees.
in the Congo, ALARM focuses
on trauma heal ing and human
rights training for women who are
victims of sexual violence. In Tanza
nia, however, ALARM concentrates
on strengthening the evangelical
efforts of the church.
The goal of ALARM is to equip
leaders through discipleship pro-
grams.The individuals being trained
t o l e a d t h e i r c o m m u n i t i e s m u s t
begin "as a new creation [because
we] cannot be involved with peace
and Justice until we understand our
own identity,"said Musekura.
Musekura spoke in chapel on
Oct 12. In Africa, individuals sepa
rate their identity in Christ from
their identity in their tribe, or occu
pation during the week and Sunday
morning service.
Musekura shared about the rec
onciliation of identities with Christ
and said that "it is done when indi
vidual gives up right for rights." He
told the audience of his personal
experience, by forgiving the mur
derers of his family before he even
knew who they were.
Musekura's message was easily
adapted by the students who at
tended chapel. "It spurred insight
for me in making a decision on my
identity," said David Thurston. It also
was a "tribal misunderstanding I
can relate to," said Dylan Hyslop,
who is a Blackfoot Native American
student at George Fox.
At Shalom on Oct. 11 Wheeler
shared the story of one woman and
her struggle to follow through with
forgiveness. This woman came to
faith after she was gang-raped daily
for four months and told Wheeler it
was still hard to forgive. These were
the decisions African Christians had
to face.
"Forgiveness perhaps is the
most costly... the moving to a
posture of forgiveness can be a life
time," Wheeler said. Having grown
up in a home of violence. Wheeler
expressed that the same decision
for lifetime forgiveness applied to
his own life.
"Forgiveness and justice are
not the same," Wheeler said. "Why
should we forgive this way? Because
this is who we are called to be in the
kingdom of God."
During the talk-back session,
M u s e k u r a t a l k e d a b o u t A L A R M
having a huge opportunity to shape
the country.
"Once the police heard about
t h e g o v e r n m e n t c h a n g i n g , t h e y
came to ask us for training also.
The chairman in charge of national
security came to ask us," Wheeler
said. This is Just one example of
the impact ALARM has had on the
soc ia l re fo rmat ion in A f r i ca . ALARM
even advises that government
speeches be revised so the demon-ized words causing hatred among
tr ibes are removed in effor ts to
p r o m o t e p e a c e .
Later that evening Musekura
pointed out that "forgiveness is inthe middle of the Lord's prayer, right
See ALARM | page 4
Plenty of pumpkins
B y J E S S I C A S TA N T O N
Crescen t S ta f f
Hurricane Irene, alongside
severe drought and high tempera
tures has put the Midwest and the
Northeastern Coast in a tizzy about
pumpkins being available for Hal
loween.
The Good news for the North
west, specifically the greater Portland area. Bob Eggar owner of the
Pumpkin Patch on Sauvie Island
said, "We have them covered. We
sell to all the Albertsons in Portland
Vancouver area and quite a few of
the Fred Meyers as well."
And because The Pumpkin
Patch grows about one million tons
of pumpkins a year the local popu
lation will not be affected.
The Pumpkin Patch has re
ceived interest from as far as San
Antonio Texas where the loO-
s u m m e rhindered the maturino nrnz-co. f..
their pumpkins.
The Midwest is not the only
place where pumpkins may be in
short supply. The Northeast farmers
had to wait two to three weeks
for the fall harvest because of the
heavy rains.
According to Bill Whery, executive director of the U.S. depart
ment of Agriculture's Farm Service
Agency in Pennsylvania, "The rain
devastated. the vegetable and
pumpkin crops.. .caused the pumpkins to grow fast and split open."
Farmers in North Carolina and
Pennsylvania have cautioned con-
sumers to buy pumpkins early and
at the prices will have increased
due to shipment costs.
Thankfully to farmers like Eggar•n the Northwest, Oregonians will
not have to worry about a low
supply of pumpkins or an increasein the cost to buy one
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Nordic skiing state champ runs cross country for George Fox
Sarah MacKenzie
B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S
Crescent Staff
S a r a h M a c K e n z i e c a m e t o t h e l i n e o f
the Oregon Nordic State Championship her
senior year, a seasoned athlete, ready for one
last shot at the title. Throughout high school,
she worked to compete with the elite girls
and each of them symbolized an obstacle
M a c K e n z i e o v e r c a m e .
Four years ago, no one thought MacKen
z i e w o u l d fi n i s h a s e a s o n u n d e f e a t e d .
Drawn to cross country skiing for the
cross-training benefits, Mackenzie's fresh
man season at Redmond High School started
bumpy. "My first practice I cried because I
was so bad. Every one was half a mile ahead
o f m e a n d I c o u l d n ' t e v e n s e e t h e m . I w a s
really frustrated," MacKenzie said.
Yet this rough start didn't hamper Mack
enzie's competitive nature. "I went into my
first race and I didn't want to get last, that
was my goal. Then I ended up finishing in the
middle of the pack and I was really stoked,"
she said.
Cross country skiing, also known as
Nordic skiing, differs from down-hill skiing,
only the toe of the boot is bound to the ski.
Racing categories include classic and skate.
"Skate racing is like rollerblading on skis and
classic racing is just going straight forward,"
M a c K e n z i e s a i d .
Practicing three times a week for four
years built MacKenzie into a champion. In
preparation for the 32-kilometer Boulder
Mountain Tour race her Junior year, she
recalls a particular 17 mile workout. Out on
the trails of Cascade Lakes Highway, MacKen
zie remembers, "It was a snow storm out on
the mountain side, no one is around you, and
we had to ski up a three mile long hill. It was
i n t e n s e . "
After three years of training, the start of
her senior year held the potential for success.
Her Junior year, MacKenzie was crowned
runner up at the state meet, but she wanted
more than that. In the last race of her high
school career, MacKenzie came to the start,
only one race away from a perfect season
r e c o r d .
Up on the trails of Mt. Bachelor, MacKen
zie skied herself to wins in both the skate and
classic races, winning by a margin of 29 and
15 seconds respectively. In addition to her
individual title, the Redmond High School
women won the team relay.
For several years, the Summit High
School women defended the Nordic skiing
team title, but MacKenzie knew as she skated
out ahead of the other competitors, this year
was different. "I was smiling because I knew
that our team won state. I remember skiing
past my coach and he yelled at me, 'Just
enjoy it Sarah.'"
Nearing graduation, MacKenzie looked
at skiing in college, but decided against it.
"I could have gone to ski for a school on the
east coast, but I didn't really want to go that
far," she said. While competitive skiing turns
recreational, collegiate running takes prior
ity.
In addition to Nordic skiing, MacKenzie
also experienced success in cross country
and track and field at the high school level.
She made several state meet appearances
and set a personal record of 2:20 In the 800-
meters. To pursue her running career, she en
rolled at George Fox University to compete
collegiately.
So, for the time being, MacKenzie has
traded in her skis for a pair of running shoes,
but she promises they won't collect dust. "I
know that I'm going to be a Nordic skier for
the rest of my life," MacKenzie said. "And I'm
going to get my skis at Thanksgiving break
and go to Mt. Hood a lot."
As a freshman for the Bruins, MacKenzie
is an essential member on the women's cross
country team. MacKenzie has consistently
finished in the top 5 for the Bruins with times
of 20:11 and 24:48 minutes in the 5-kilometer
and 6-kilometer races.
Looking forward to the spring, MacKen
zie is ready to tackle the 800-meter race. "In
track, by my senior year, I want to make it to
nationals in the 800," she said.
With the journey MacKenzie took in
skiing, there's no doubt the odds are in her
f a v o r .
Alyssa Turner, Sarah MacKenzie, Courtney Hochstetler.and Kate Freiheit at the start of the
Linfield Preview in Brooks, Ore.
Photo by BRIAN GOODWIN | George Fox University
Eight freshman bring youth to volleyball team
By CHRIS REINER
T h e C r e s c e n t
Whoever came up with the phrase, "trial
by fire" probably was not thinking of the 2011
George Fox University women's volleyball
team. However, if I may borrow another saying,
if the shoe fits, wear it.
The Bruins came into the season with a
roster made up of Juniors, sophomores, two
seniors, and a total of eight freshmen. This is
not one of the more experienced teams, but
this may be much less of a factor than meets
the eye.
"Even though we are very young, every one
of our players played club volleyball through
high school, so we have more experience than
people may think," Head Coach Steve Grant
said. With six of the eight freshmen having
significant game experience already, it seems
as though trial by fire is a perfect fit.
With so much focus on the youth of this
year's team, seasoned veterans Patti Reeves
and Stephanie Kerr have the Job of leading
their younger teammates through this year's
season, doing a Job that has not been lost
upon the rest of their team.
"Stephanie is a serious power player
and somet imes we ' re in awe o f how hard
she crushes the bal l . Patt i Reeves's hustle
and determination is very inspiring for such
a young team," said outside hitter Amanda
W h i t e .
But experienced or not, this year promises
to be a challenge. "PLU, UPS and Whitworth
are all (ranked] in the top 20" in the country,
noted Grant. "Nobody can relax. On any given
night everyone is in danger of losing in this
c o n f e r e n c e . "
Despite the plethora of youth and a
conference as tough as any in the country.
G r a n t i s c o n fi d e n t t h e s e w o m e n h a v e w h a t i t
takes to finish towards the top of the league.
"i said to our team,'I feel like if we relax our
expectations because of our youth, we'll never
get where we want to go...'We shouldn't be
satisfied with anything less than fourth place,"
G r a n t s a i d .
Without a doubt this team is young, and
there are going to be some growing pains that
comes with that. The thing about fire though,
it refines things into a beautiful finished
product. If this group of talented players stays
together, don't be surprised if they come out
as smooth as glass.
Upcoming Events; M e n a n d W o m e n ' s G o l f
Northv^est Conference Fall Classic @ Heron Lakes Golf Course
O c t . 2 2 T B A
Women's Volleyball
Oct. 21 vs. Lewis and Clark
7 p.m.
Sports Talk
F a n c u l t u r e
a n d s c h o o l
pride
V
By CHRIS REINER
Crescent Staff
American culture Isabsolutely In love
with sports. We eat, sleep, and breathe it.
We rush to get done with work and get
out of class so we can hurry home to
see Lebron James choke in crunch time
again.
This past summer, the country was
up in arms over whether or not the NFL
was going to be able to get through its
lockout in time to have a season. College
football is as big as it has ever been,
despite a number of scandals involving
major rule violations such as paying
players.
George Fox is no different than
the rest of the country. People all over
campus can be seen proudly wearing the
colors of their favorite college programs
from around the country.
What makes George Fox unique from
other college campuses is that the colors
donned by the students here are often
t h o s e o f o t h e r s c h o o l s .
A sweatshirt with the green and
yellow of the Oregon Ducks or a pair
of shorts with the purple and gold of
the University of Washington are as
prominent as royal blue and gold articles
of clothing.
When asked who h is schoo l was,
senior Corey Clark responded without
hesitation, "U5C."
Maybe I am the only one that feels
this way, but it seems rather ironic that
students would so passionately follow
t h e s u c c e s s e s a n d f a i l u r e s o f a n o t h e r
school's team, that they would identify
themselves with a school they do not
a t t e n d .
Don't get me wrong, that Husky
purple and gold flows through my veins
as thick as anybody's. It Just seems odd
that so many people would find fan-
h o o d o u t s i d e o f t h e i r o w n s c h o o l .
Senior Justin Harrod suspects the
answer as to why this is the case is very
cut and dry, "Well, George Fox is a D3
{NCAA Division 3) school and Oregon is
a D1 (NCAA Division 1) and there is Just a
ton of exposure for D1 schools compared
to hardly any for D3."
It makes sense, after all big schooJs
like Oregon, Washington and USC are
the teams we see every weekend playing
on television. They are the schools the
media deems important enough to
cover on a daily basis.
The reality is, however, that the
r e a s o n w e a r e a l t f a n s o f t h e s e o t h e r
schools goes beyond the simple fact
that they get more exposure. We are fans
because we grew up with these teams.
We grew up following Beaver football or
UCLA basketball and those relationships
have grown deep roots.
Maybe the reason we replace our
royal blue and gold so easily is because
we have never been given a reason to do
otherwise. Maybe a reason is all people
are looking for.
F E A T U R E
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New professors grace campus with cultured backgroimds
B y S A R A H B R A S E
Crescent Sta f f
Professors Patrick Ray and Brian Doak
are new to George Fox this year. Both Ray
and Doak have traveiled internationally
as a means to gain work and education
experience. Although they have both
journeyed to the Middle East, their expe
riences are completely different.
Prior to coming to George Fox, Ray,
assistant professor of civil engineer
ing, spent three years in Jordan as both
a student and a professor. Ray initially
went to Jordan to study the water system
In Amman, the nation's capital. While
working on his dissertation, Ray was
awarded a Fulbright scholarship to con
tinue his studies and research in Jordan.
According to the Fulbright Web site,
the Fulbright program is a government-
sponsored international exchange
program with 155 participating coun
tries, including the United States. The
Fulbright program "provides participants
the opportunity to study, teach and
conduct research, exchange ideas and
contribute to finding solutions to shared
i n t e r n a t i o n a l c o n c e r n s . "
Continuing his time in Jordan, Ray
served as a water systems economist
for the Millennium Challenge Corpora
tion. According to the Web site, the MCC
provides international grants to fund
solutions for reducing national poverty
through sustainable economic develop
m e n t .
As a water specialist, Ray helped
design a water system within Amman.
In addition, Ray conducted a climate
change study while in Jordan as part of
the United Nations Development Pro
gramme (UNDP).The UNDP is committed
to "connecting countries to knowledge,
experience, and resources to help build a
be t te r l i f e . "
Most recently, Ray served as an assis
tant professor of engineering at Middle
East University. In that region of the
world, Ray explained, public universities
are considered to be the most presti
gious. The government funds the univer
sities and students do not have to pay to
attend the public universities.
Doak, assistant professor of biblical
studies, also has international experi
ence related to work and education. As
a student in the summer of 2000, Doak
was involved in the Science Immersion
Program based in the village of Kintinku
in Tanzania. According to Doak, the
program was "designed for students to
get a significant international and cross-
cultural experience."
Doak stated the experience was
different than a mission trip. "Our goal
was to live with local villagers (who
were in the midst of a drought at the
time), and essentially encourage them
by letting them know that we had some
thing to learn from them," said Doak.Doak explained that while program
participants were involved in some
service activities, the main goal of the
trip was to "experience the rhythms of
village life."
In the summer of 2007, Doak lived
in Ashkeion, Israel. There, Doak worked
for the Leon Levy Archaeological Exca
vation. During the excavation, Doak and
fellow colleague Kathleen Birney discov
ered a Jar with a buried infant. The pair's
findings were recently published in Israel
Exploration Journal, a notable archaeo
logical journal.
"It is so strange to study israel, the
Bible, etc. and to never actually see the
land—to be there, to see the land, to see
the Old City of Jerusalem, it means ev
erything. it's an emotional experience,
and it loads so much meaning onto one's
reading of ancient texts," said Doak.
Both Ray and Doak expressed their
hope to take students from George Foxto Jordan and Israel as part of a study Left. Patrick Ray and right, Brian Doak
abroad program. Photo by SARAH BRASE
Added foreign langauge classes:
for the students, by the students
B y E R I C A T I F F A N Y- B R O W N
C r e s c e n t S t a f f
This fall, two new additions are bringing
more multicultural flair to the George Fox com
munity. The introductions of new student-run
Russian and Japanese language classes are
giving students the opportunity to learn about
d i f ferent cu l tures in non- t rad i t iona l c lass set
tings.
The Learning New Languages program spon
sored by the International Club got its start last
year with a Chinese language class, but this year
marks the first time Japanese is being offered.
The goal of the program is to allow students
who are Interested in these two cultures to learn
some basic parts of the languages.
"Our hope is to facilitate communication
between our domestic community and inter
national community," said Lishan Zeng, one of
the student Instructors of the Chinese language
class.
All students and faculty are welcome to take
part In the program, which is even being extend
ed to the entire Newberg community.
About 20 students attended the first Chinese
language meeting of the school year, including
some Chinese students who were there to inter
act with the American students and faculty.
The Learning New Languages program
meets every Wednesday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
at the Multicultural House, and alternates from
Chinese to Japanese every other week. This
week, student instructors Zeng and Yali He will
be teaching Chinese, and Kei Aizawa will be fo
cusing on the Japanese language during next
week's meeting on Oct. 26.
Zeng has heard a large amount of positivefeedback since then, adding that many Chinese
students now feel encouraged to see others who
are interested in knowing their culture. Even
those trying to learn the language who were
self-conscious about pronunciations felt very
comfortable at the end of class after being met
with helpfulness and patience by the instruaors.
The second program new to GFU this year
is the Russian ianguage and culture class led
by student instructor Pavel "Hmofeyev. "It all
started with me just making a lot of friends here,"
Timofeyev said. "I'm from Ukraine and have had a
lot of people ask me about wanting to learn it, so
i felt like this would be a good year to start."
Timofeyev hopes by the end of the year, par
ticipants will be able to have a five-minute con
versation with a Russian speaker and aiso be able
to read on a lower level .
The class will be conversational-based, and
students should expect to practice both inside
and outside of class if they wish to accomplish
this goai. A tutoring system will be provided
for students to receive help with troublesome
pronunciations and expressions.
Since this is not a traditional club, there will
be a certain levei of commitment that is expect
ed from students; however, that does not mean
there are no fun activities planned. Timofeyev
hopes the class can visit some local Russian com
munities as a group, have cookouts, and possibly
even watch some Russian movies together.
"At George Fox, shared culture is important,
and one of my passions is to teach that through
language to other people,"Tlmofeyev said.
The first weekly meeting of the school year
was on Oct. 12, so it may not be too late to join.
For anyone interested in learning more about
Russian language and history, contact Timofeyev
for details.
Students have a laugh while visiting the Japanese Booth at last year's cultural feir.
Photo courtesy of GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY
ALARM: Teaching forgiveness
Continued from page 2
after asking for daily bread. The
reason for this is that bread sustains
our physical needs, and forgiveness
sustains community."
To t r a i n t h e c o m m u n i t y t o
forgive, ALARM teaches the differ
ence be tween wha t f o rg i veness
is and is not and in teaching these
concepts, government officials
have asked ALARM for training on
forgiveness.
No one was untouched by the
genocide in 1994. Forgiveness and
restoration is widespread through
out the country at levels of murder
and rape for families and friends.
"This helps the students know
what happened, how big the
problem is, how the fighting really
is, and the level of healing that is
needed," said Ivan Mutabazi, an in
t e r n a t i o n a l s t u d e n t f r o m R w a n d a .
Hearing Musekura and Wheeler
speak brought a different perspec
tive to Christianity for some stu
d e n t s .
"In China, there is no religion
in the government, so to hear how
religion and government work
through forgiveness from a country
other than America was interest
ing," said Muxing Zhu, MingFei
Song, and Yi Yu, senior International
Chinese students.
Musekura said the most signifi
cant change is "leaders embracing
enemies and the nations chang
ing that way." More information on
ALARM can be found on their Web
site, www.alarm-inc.org.
International Bible study connects students to Christianity outside of the classroom
By JESSICA STANTON
Crescent Sta f f
George Fox offers a Bible studyfor international students on Friday
evenings and in the Bruin Den on
Saturdays at 3 p.m.
Students meet at 7 p.m. Friday
evenings in the Stevens parking lot
to go to a host family's house for
the study, led by Loren Van Tassel,
adjunct professor of religious
studies. On Saturdays, the study is
led by Plng-Yi Shih, the George Fox
campus m in i s te r o f I n te rna t i ona l
Students, Inc.
While discussing selected pas
sages from Timothy i and ii, only
English is spoken so that participat
ing international students have the
opportunity to practice their lan
guage skills.
The purpose of the Bible study
i s t o i n t r o d u c e t h e B i b l e t o t h e s t u
dents in a non-threatening way.
"The study [is] to help me and
them [international students] know
how God calls and equips us to
work in this world and how God can
use them," said Van Tassel.
The first meeting of the semes
ter welcomed more than a dozen
s t u d e n t s .
D u r i n g c h a p e l . C h r i s t i a n
terms can be confusing and the
large group setting, intimidating.
Convening together with a relative
ly equal levei of [Christian] religious
understanding allows students who
are unfamiliar with Christian beliefs
to ask questions and seek answers
in an environment conducive to
learning at the group's own pace.
The Bible study group is open
"When I came here, I
discovered Christians are
helpful to me without
expecting help later"
to American students who wish
to connect with international stu
dents. Its an opportunity for me to
connect with international studentsother than on homework," saidLeslie Hunt, a sophomore at George
Hunt is involved in Cultural Part
ners- an organization that invites
international students and American students to share about their
own cu l tures.
Christian American studentshave a ro e as wel^. -When I came
h e n i , C h r i s t i a n s a r epful to me without expecting
help later...[this] made me more
curious about Christianity," said
Shuang Zhang, an international
George Fox alumnus.
Although the Bible study offersa way for international students to
team about Christianity at George
Fox, there are benefits for partici
pating American students as well.
There is a great advantage to
have both," said Van Tassel. "There
are things about Asian culture that
can enrich [American] lives."
Alex Pia, director of Interna
tional Student Services, offers a call
!r '®^ h^ing out to international students.
'imit themselves, enter
h l i r t o w h a tthe Lord wants to do,"said Pia
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Cultural celebration week kicks off Oct. 24
By LEVI BOWERS
Crescent Staff
International Student Servicesand Multicultural Student Programs
have teamed up once again for Cul
tural Celebration Week from Oct
24 to Oct. 28. As an annual event,
the celebration features a differ
ent theme every year. This year, it is
"Living Outside the Box."
"We wanted the theme to be
more about taking action than just
thinking about it," stated Shelley
Yonemura, head of MulticulturalStudent Programs. "The main goal
is for students to take time and hear
other perspectives and experience
a culture different from their own."
Yonemura and her colleagues hope
to use Cultural Celebration Week as
"a springboard to get students to
become more involved."
Beginning Monday, CultureWeek will feature a play performed
by Performing Arts Youth Academy
(STAGES) caled "We are Witnesses."
'uf inspired by Jacob Boas'sWe are Witnesses: Five Diaries of
Teenagers Who Died in the Holocaust. Boas, a Holocaust survivor
himself, compiled the stories offive teenage Jews who spent the
remainder of their lives in Nazi con
centration camps.
Tuesday (from 4 p.m. until 9P-m.) will include student booths
representing a variety of cultureswith food to sample. In addition,
Shalom will host a recent film pro
duced by Invisible Children.
During chapel on Wednesday,Dr. Kevin Neuhouser wil be speak
ing. Neuhouser is a professor of
sociology at Seattle Pacific Univer
sity and has conducted research inthe area of gender roles in Brazilian
squatter settlements.
At 8 p.m., the World's Got Talent
show will take place in Bauman, a
venue for students to demonstrate
their cultural traditions and talents.
On Thursday, Joel Perez, the
dean of transitions and inclusion,
will deliver a State of Diversity
address in Hoover 105.
"Cul tura l Celebrat ion Week
is important to our community
because it makes it possible for
u s t o c e l e b r a t e h o w G o d h a s
wonderfully made each and
every one of us," said Perez.
From 7 p.m. until 10 p.m. that
night. International Student Ser
v i c e s w i l l h o s t a n i n t e r n a t i o n a l
coffee house In the Foxhole.
"Being multicultural is not,
about Just your race," Yonemura
stated. "Here at George Fox, we
define culture as what- defines
you as a person. Everyone has a
different culture that they come
f r o m . "
It is Yonemura's hope that
once i nvo l ved i n mu l t i cu l t u ra l
affairs on campus, students will
realize that "everybody has a
culture and a place at the table."
Different cultures are represented by many students at the fair.
Photo courtes/ of GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY
The world of
c u r r y
B y A L E X I S C H R I S TO P H E R S O N
Crescent Staff
The foods of the world range from the
comforting to the bizarre and each country
and culture boasts a signature dish. Whether
it's the rice native to Asian countries, the
pasta from Italy or the spicy foods from the
Middle East, the food of a culture reflects the
soul of its people.
Nothing brings people together as much
as food. Foreign exchange students, no
matter where they visit in the world, are eager
to learn the food native to the country they
visit, as well as share their own dishes. Many
experienced travelers advise; live the culture,
meet the people and try the food.
The world is full of different tastes, tex
tures and spices. I'd like to share some of my
favorites and how they reflect the countries
they come from.
One of my favorite foods in the world
is curry. Curry is a blanket word for a variety
of dishes from India, Pakistan, Thailand and
other Southeast As ian count r ies tha t use
curry powders. Curry powders are a mix of
spices, most ofte Shuang Zhang n being tur
meric, cumin and coriander.
The great thing about curry is that any
thing goes. Veggies, different types of meat,
tofu, pasta or rice: all make for a great dish.
The flexibility of curry—the variety of spices
t h a t c a n b e t h r o w n i n a n d w h e t h e r o r n o t
you use coconut milk, fish sauce, mustard,
chili powders, bamboo leaves—is also a plus.
Some curries you eat with rice, or chapatti,
which is Indian flatbread.The possibilities are
endless with curry.
Another of my favorites is Japanese
noodles. My family and I have hosted three
Japanese exchange students and the best
part of having them in our home was when
they cooked for us. The noodle dishes they
made were delicious and my family and I have
incorporated them into our normal diet. Pasta
Itself has endless possibilities, as the French
and Italians have demonstrated, but the Jap
a n e s e t a k e n o o d l e s t o a w h o l e n e w l e v e l w i t h
broths and veggies and spices, mixing them
into soups and hot dishes.
On the other side of the spectrum, Ethio
pian food, which is incredibly spicy using a
spice called Berbere, is eaten not by utensil,
but by hand. Berbere is often paired with
Injera, a delicious bread that is very filling.
Try some or try all. There are ail sorts of
different kinds of food in the world and all of
t h e m h a v e d i f f e r e n t fl a v o r s t o o f f e r.
A bromance comedy about cancer that strikes the right chord
By JORDAN SHREEVE
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
50/50 is a movie about Cancer. If
you haven't seen a trailer or a poster
for this film, it is marketed as a
comedy about dealing with Cancer.
The movie was originally titled "I'm
With Cancer." It was directed by
Jonathan Levine and written by
Will Reiser, who In his mid twenties
was diagnosed with Cancer. It stars
Joseph Gordon-Levitt and Seth
Rogen, who is actually friends with
the writer and walked through the
ordeal with him, and so therefore
the movie is not Just about Cancer,
but about what happens to people
and relationships when you have
Cancer. Have I said Cancer enough
already?
It's hard to write a review about
this movie without thinking about
it too personally or to apply it to my
own life. How can I, as an amateur
critic who can't even see and cri
tique films before they come out,
remove myself from the situation
and look at the movie as an expe
rience and not about my own life?
What perspective can 1 give to this
movie that Ebert or Roeper can't
give you?
50/50
80
Photo courtesy of IMDB.COM
The movie was originally titled
" I ' m W i t h C a n c e r " a n d w a s t h e n
renamed "50/50." What this says to
me is that it went from being about
him having cancer to him looking
b a c k o n h o w h e s u r v i v e d c a n c e r
and the support system that got
him through it.
The subtle film techniques show
the little big things about cancer.
The initial meeting with the doctor.
Telling your closest loved ones.
Their reactions. How they want to
help. The first chemo sessions. The
freak outs. The doctors and patients
that you see and meet in this whole
process. The cancer grief counselor
who goes by the textbook to help
you understand what you are think
ing and feeling and going through.
Tw o s c e n e s s t u c k o u t t o m e i n
t h e m o v i e . O n e h a s o u r m a i n c h a r
a c t e r A d a m i n a c o n v e r s a t i o n w i t h
someone and his response is "See,
but... that's bullshit. That's what ev
eryone has been telling me since
the beginning. "Oh, you're gonna
be okay," and "Oh, everything's fine,"
and like, it's not... It makes it worse...
that no one will just come out and
say it. Like, "hey man, you're gonna
die . "
In the other scene, Katie, the
therapist, says, "You can't change
your situation. The only thing that
you can change is how you choose
to deal wi th i t . "
What experience gives you the
wisdom to walk alongside someone
who was given just about as much
hope as he was dealt despair? And
what perspective can you walk
away with in the face of your own
mortality? This movie deals with
all of these questions to a certain
degree, but rests mostly on the
friendship between Adam and Kyle
and the Therapist- Patient relation
ship between Adam and Katie.
As I am writing this, two older
guys are having a conversation
about their discovery and survival
through cancer, what it means to be
on the other side and how for them
it all went by so fast they weren't
even able to process what it meant
t o " h a v e c a n c e r ' a n d h o w o n e o f
M a s l o w ' s b a s i c n e e d s I s t h e n e e d
to survive. This movie represented
w h a t i t m e a n s t o " h a v e c a n c e r "
but not to be "defined by cancer." I
w a n t t o k n o w w h a t l i f e l e s s o n s W i l l
Re iser, the wr i te r and whom the
movie is about, has had since he
has been in remission. Obviously,
and I think to the film's benefit, he
was able to survive and poke fun
at cancer, which is a far more ad
mirable coping technique than say
anger or denial.
Now, what is my system of
rating? Do 1 give a rotten toma-
toes-esque percentage? A certain
amount of stars? Letter grades? A
couple of thumbs up or down? Do I
recommend i t ? I n t h i s i ns tance I w i l l
give it a highly recommenced 91%
A m i n u s .
Steel Magnolias takes the stage
B y M A K E N Z I E D AV I S
Crescent Staff
The George Fox University
Theater starts off the year with the
production Steel Magnolias. The
production will play Oct. 27-29 and
Nov. 3-5 at 7:30 p.m., and Nov. 6 at 2
p.m. in Woodmar Auditorium.
Director Jan Powell, of Portland,
will be guest directing the produc
t i o n .
"Working with Jan has truly
been a gift, and I mean no ciiche
in saying that," said Steel Magno
lia cast member and George Fox
senior, Hannah Adderley. "In word
and deed, she is wholly professional
and yet wholly personal, calling her
cast and crew to high standards
while supporting them every step
of the way."
Steel Magnolias is set in 1980s
Louisiana, and follows the lives of
six women. Through their hard
ships and triumphs, the women
learn that though they are delicate
on the inside, they are as tough as
stee l on the ou ts ide .
Cast Member and GFU Senior,
Tiffany Gilly identifies with her char
acter, Shelby, "i have been through
struggles myself." stated Gilly. "I
don't see them as defeating me but
helping make me a better person."
Without giving away the plot of
the story, Adderley continues that
"the play is a comedy about life,
highlighting the impact we have
on those with whom we are in com
munity."
The acting cast consists of six
women who are George Fox stu
d e n t s .
" I t 's so much fun wi th a l l the
women... it's like a big sleepover,"
said Gilly. "(It) can sometimes be
good and bad."
"I love seeing six very distinct
persons come together in a truly fa
milial style, teasing, fighting, crying,
and comforting," said Adderley.
Come watch the George Fox
Theater pu t on Stee l Magno
lias. Tickets will be for sale on the
George Fox website and in the
B r u i n B o o k s t o r e .
"I hope those who see Steel
Magnolias will be called to reflect
not only on those who impact their
lives but also on the influence their
own life can, and does, have on
those around them," added Adder-
ley.
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Fair t rade bananas
B y H E AT H E R M A B R Y
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
Fair trade is a phrase commoniy
heard nowadays, "i only drink fair
trade coffee" "Only cool Christians
drink fair trade frappuccinos" and
"Hey, check out her organic, fair
trade t-shirt!" Most folks happily buy
fair trade coffee because "I only buy
unfair coffee" just sounds distaste
ful, What many do not know is what
fair trade really means and why it
is important beyond which coffee
"[Bananas] are
grown and sold
under un fa i r
c o n d i t i o n s "
shops offer it. Fair trade extends
beyond beverages and includes
f ru i t s such as bananas .
Fair trade means that employ
e e s w o r k u n d e r h u m a n e c o n d i
tions and receive a livable wage for
the crop they produce. When the
product goes to a wholesaler, the
workers are able to support their
f a m i l i e s a n d c o m m u n i t i e s . C o n s e
quently, there is minimal negative
impact on people's livelihoods by
dealing directly with their commu
n i t i e s .
Bananas are not a fa i r t rade f ru i t
o f t e n t a l k e d a b o u t . " A m e r i c a n s a r e
used to the idea of premium coffee
and chocolate, but let's be honest, a
banana is [just] a banana," said John
Musser, ch ie f execut ive o f Jona
than's Organics.
Thinking about where bananas
originate becomes more signifi
cant when products are offered on
a giobal market and the banana
in front of you is from Ecuador or
Costa Rica. One major reason why
bananas are so cheap is that they
are grown and sold under unfair
c o n d i t i o n s .
Someone has to pay the cost
and in this case, it's the workers.
" [The fact ] that bananas have
long been the cheapest fruil...is as
tonishing. They're grown thousands
of miles away, must be transported
in cooled containers, and even then
they survive no more than two
weeks after they're cut off the tree,"
(Koeppel, New York).
There are great benefits to
health, economy and environment
in buying foods that provide people
on the long-distance food chain
with a livable wage. Fair trade is a
direct way for consumers to help
farmers in a just manner and to
make a significant difference in the
world.- Buying fair trade bananas
may cost a few cents more, but
this small price ensures our global
neighbors are able to live far better
l i v e s .
A group of students at George
Fox are working to promote Fair
Trade bananas on campus and in
the community. A petition is being
signed to bring Fair Trade bananas
to the Newberg area, which was
presented at the Food Meet in late
September and is now available for
students to sign.
Alexandra Jimenez, a senior at
George Fox, has joined the cause.
"I feel driven to petition for fair
t r a d e b a n a n a s b e c a u s e G o d c a l l s
me to love my neighbor. How could
I listen to what is going on through
t h e b a n a n a t r a d e a n d s i t b a c k a n d
do nothing?
P e t i t i o n i n g f o r f a i r t r a d e
b a n a n a s t o b e c o m e a v a i l a b l e f o r
purchase where I live is my first step
toward fulfilling God's command,"
s a i d J i m e n e z .
The hidden truth of "Pornland^^ „ .
Addressing the issue of sex slavery and its prevelance in Portland
By TAREN STEVENS
Gues t Con t r i bu to r
Portland, Ore. has more strip
clubs per capita than Las Vegas. It
is also one of the top sex traffick
ing cities in the country, if not the
e n t i r e w o r l d . I t h a s e v e n e a r n e d
i t s e l f t h e n i c k n a m e " P o r n l a n d "
because of it's loose, openly sexual
c u l t u r e .
W h a t ? P o r t l a n d , O r e . ? W h o
k n e w ?
M o s t A m e r i c a n s a r e n ' t a w a r e
of this industry that is sweep
ing our nation and continuing
to grow all the time: sex traffick
ing. Girls, women, and occasion
ally even boys are being found
o n t h e s t r e e t s a n d a r e l u r e d i n t o a
business in which they are forced
to sell their bodies in exchange for
money; money that goes directly
in their pimp's pocket. The average
pimp with just one victim will make
between $800-$l,000 every single
day. And most pimps have more
t h a n o n e v i c t i m .
Pimps typically find their
victims on the streets while in a
vulnerable state of mind. Whether
the victims ran away from home,
got kicked out by their parents, or
are struggling financially, pimps
find them and suggest a way to
help them out. They ask them to
work for them, promising them lots
of money, and that they'll take care
o f t h e m .
Rarely will they actually reveal
what kind work they are going to
ask them to do. This will happen to
one in three teens that end up on
the streets within two days.
Some pimps even go as far as
to "date" their victims. They'll get
to know them, take them out, earn
their trust, maybe even meet their
parents. After a while, they'll tell
their new girl they need her help;
they're hurting financially, but
there is something she can do to
help him, because she loves him...
right?
See SLAVERY ] page 8
Despite adversity, declare triumph
By MARY LANE
G u e s t C o n t r i b u t o r
"Aww man! I ripped my pants."
The middle-aged golfer sitting in
the back of my shuttle was obvi
ously having some issues Beyond
what my perky guest service agent
position could assist with. The
thought of turning to look at the
damage was not pleasant, seeing
as the pants in question had previ
ously been controlling the escape
of a rather large gut.
A s i f t h e fi r s t c o m m e n t w a s n ' t
unappealing enough, the one that
followed was enough to make me
gag. "I bet Alex would sew them
up foryou...with his teeth!"
The world-class golf resort
where I spent my summer being
leered at had offered many "shove
it" opportunities, but none as of
f e n s i v e a s t h i s . W h a t t h e e x - f r a t
brothers occupying my shuttle
d idn ' t know is tha t "A lex , " the i r
waiter from the night before, was
my best friend growing up and
someone I consider to be family
(and great with a needle and
thread).
What I wanted to say, as I
drove them to their absurdly over
priced lodging, was, "Alex has a
sexy boyfriend his own age who
has legs any woman would envy
and a smi le that mel ts even my
heart. Why in the world do you
th ink he wou ld be i n te res ted i n
a 40-something, balding, over
weight man whose pants rip too
easily?"
But 1 didn't. I kept my mouth
s h u t .
What this experience brought
to my attention, however disturb
ing, was the fact that our society
tends to hyper-sexualize the gay
community, potentially creating
a harmful stigma for identifying
L G B T i n d i v i d u a l s . T h i s b e l i e f t h a t
gay individuals are more sexual
than their straight counterparts
has been around longer than the
rainbow pride flag has been flying
over our heads, demanding equal
a t t e n t i o n .
Today, especially, I am remind
ed of our country's past internal
ization of this stereotype as this
day marks the end of the official
U.S. policy, "Don't ask, don't tell"
(DADT). The policy, set into effect
on December 21 , 1993 , banned
openly gay, lesbian, or bisexual
individuals from serving in the
military. As I look back over the 18
years the policy was in effect, I see
how this hyper-sexualization of
gay men and women has scarred
and humiliated many of our brave
service people. Simply reviewing
the original reasons for enacting
DADT shows how deep- rooted
and wide spread this assumption
of heightened sexuality is in our
coun t r y.
A New York Times article from
January 27,1993 cites the reasons
given by the military for the "gay
ban" and quotes Navy spokesman
Comdr. Craig Quigley as saying,
"Homosexuals are notor ious ly
promiscuous. If homosexuals are
a l l o w e d t o d e c l a r e t h e i r s e x u a l
orientation openly, heterosexu
als who showered with gay men
w o u l d h a v e a n ' u n c o m f o r t a b l e
feeling of someone watching.'"
A group defined by their sexual
orientation is obviously going to
garner some attention when it
comes to their sexual lifestyle, and
yes, sometimes that attention Is
w e l c o m e d o r e v e n d e m a n d e d . B u t
with DADT, the exceedingly appar
ent tendency in straight American
m i n d s t o a s s u m e t h a t t h o s e a s s o c i
ating with the gay community are
"sex-obsessed" or "always on the
prowl," jumped from an ignorant
See DADT | page 8
Halloween: the good, the bad, the ugly- and the candy
B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S
C r e s c e n t S t a f f
As a kid, I was never allowed to dress up
like witches or devils like all my other friends
on Halloween, but I was never banned from
partaking in the festivities of the holiday.
My mother always made my sister and me
Halloween costumes. One year, my mother
decided to make us into life-sized Legos.
She painted cardboard boxes in bright
colors and glued color-coordinated Legos
to the top of baseball hats. In the end, her
creation barely resembled a,Lego, but she
was so proud of our unique costumes. She
avoided the overpriced costumes displayed
in every store; all she needed was a bucket
of paint, a box, and some creativity.
Her thrifty accomplishment was not
worship to the devil.
In middle school, my church youth
group took a trip to a haunted corn maze.
Under the cloak of the harvest moon, we
sloshed through the rows of corn, mud
caking on our boots. We screamed every
time someone in a zombie costume jumped
out from the corn and then laughed about
being so scared. All the girls clung to each
other as the boys fearlessly led us through
t h e h a u n t e d m a z e .
The laughing and fellowship was not
worship to the devil.
My family grew our own pumpkins. We
would cover our kitchen table with news
paper and prepare the pumpkins for dissec
tion. My sister and I would squirm when we
touched the slimy guts and slippery seeds.
When our canvas was prepared, we out
lined the masterpiece we wished to carve
and gorged out the unneeded pieces of the
pumpkin. By the end of the night, candle-lit
pumpkins lined our porch.
Pumpkin carving with my sister was not
worship to the devil.
In high school, our district cross-country
race always fell around Halloween. To avoid
the chilly weather and the temptation of
falling into a sugar coma, our coaches sug
gested against trick-or-treating. Instead, all
the varsity girls gathered at the home of
our captain. In between bites of spaghetti,
we bobbed for apples, discussed our goals
for the district race, and reflected on how
being on the team had positively affected
our l i ves .
Precious time with my teammates was
not worship to the devil.
The other day, 1 walked to the post
office. As the mail attendant walked toward
the counter with my package, I noticed
something that brought a grin to my face.
The package was decorated with Hallow
een stickers. It brought back all the memo
ries that Oct. 31 had given me: costumes,
friends, pumpkins and races.
I am a Christian.
I c e l e b r a t e H a l l o w e e n .
I do not worship the devil.
f ** C O » « W W t t -
GFU freshmen ready for Halloween
Photo by RYAN SCHOELLKOPF |
George Fox University
B y A L E X I S C H R I S T O P H E R S O N
Crescent Staff
When I was three years old, Halloween
scared me fo r l i f e .
My well-meaning big brother walked into
our living room wearing the scariest mask I've
ever seen in my life. The mask had hair coming
out of every crevice and a leering smile that
glared down at me.
It was Halloween night and all day I had
been looking forward to putting on my Belle
costume and going up and down our neigh
borhood, gleaning candy from my good-
hearted neighbors with my younger cousin In
t o w .
However, one look at my brother's face
ruined Halloween forever. I panicked and ran
to my room, bawling my impressionable three-
year-old eyes out and collapsing on my bed in
a d r a m a t i c f a s h i o n .
S ince then , Ha l loween has he ld a hor
rible connotation for me. Witches, ghosts, evil
spirits, monsters, haunting, and the dark. How
scary is that?
We say that being scared is all good fun,
but what are the ramifications of running
around being chased by zombies or skeletons,
no matter how much fun it is? Halloween orig
inates from a holiday worshipping the dead.
The Celtics had a summer's end festival with
sacrifices to the gods. They believed that the
lord of death, Samhain, would send evil spirits
to kill and haunt them.The only way to escape
was to dress up and look like evil spirits them
selves. The Halloween activities we partake in
the most can be traced back to these Celtic
rituals, fighting off evil spirits.
Adding to that, pretending to be witchesor Casper the ghost (however friendly)
running around a haunted house with creak
ing doors and rocking chairs, makes for one
frightening holiday. Witches and candy do notmake a good happily-ever-after fairytale—
just ask Hansel and Gretel. i expect if you really
encountered a ghost, a squeal of delight and
a half-hearted jog in the other direction would
not be your first reaction. Deuteronomy 18:
9-11 forbids partaking in activities such as
sorcery, omens, human sacrifices, divination or
talking to the dead. How often do we see that
in Halloween? 1 Thessalonians 5:22 also says
to "abstain from every form of evil."
Monsters, witches, spells.. .the Bible classi-■ fies creatures such as these to be evil.
Shouldn't we?
You see, the celebration of Halloween is
essentially an encouragement to participate
in practices that have been forewarned to us
in the Bible. Perhaps we are not explicitly wor
shiping Satan, but the dark and the evil is hisdomain. We are, in a sense, devoting a holiday
to a creature so unlike God. On Christmas, we
devote the day to the birth of Jesus Christ.
However, when one considers that our culture
recognizes two holidays that celebrate two
very different beings: there's a paradox that's a
little hypocritical.
Furthermore, we are subjecting ourselvesand our children to a holiday that worships
violence, the dark, the evil, and the occult.
Is that really what we want to pass on to our
ch i ld ren?
If they allow the pretend fun of the dark
and scary, what else will they allow? Could this
become a bigger problem than a child's worry
of hidden closet goblins or a loose Addam's
Family hand, grabbing us in our beds at night?
Could this celebratory day that pretends ev
eryone dressed in black is a magical being ac
tually rid the world of happiness and fun?
Honestly, it is too bad that such fun things
like candy and dressing up hide such horrible
practices, but perhaps it's better to know: Hal
loween is not worth the screams.
(Postscript: This author actually is a very
big fan of Halloween. Did she fool you? Happy
Hal loween!)
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ApmoMMMkat a^d ®*. ground zeroat the death of an acclaimed terrorist
By TYLER ZIMMERMAN
Crescent StaffWe were at 28th and Broadway
watching I am Legend" when I go^the first text alerting me to turn on the
news. I "^1
But as we exited the train at
Chamber St., we could feel the pound-
'ng sound coming from above us and
we knew the vigil was over.
~ c - a , v u v u z e l a ? " s a i d m y
we watrhpnT h and f^ '^ nd. after hearing the roar of a plasticPresident Obama explain trumpet.
As we walked toward the stairs, the
sound became deafening. Chants of
U-S-A" rang through the subway cor
ridor. "This is INSANE,"! repeated.
The scene above ground was one
of the most shocking and incredible
sights I have ever seen. Flags. Signs.
Screaming and clapping. Nothing
about it resembled the solemn candle
light service that had been reported an
hour earlier.
My roommates and I climbed a
construction wall so we could get
a better view. We saw thousands of
young people draped in flags and
drinking alcohol. It was electrifying.
Not long after we arrived, choruses of
"F*** Osama!" began with overwhelm
ing enthusiasm.
I remember waking up the next
morning and checking online to see
the latest news. The celebration from
the night before had continued into
the press. But I also noticed a fair
amount of disgust and sham'e about
the American response to Osama Bin
marines" hadshot and kiled Osama Bin Laden at a
camp in Pakistan.After his speech, we decided not to
finish the movie.
My roommates and i had goneback to our apartment in Queens when
we heard there was a candlelight vigil
at Ground Zero. According to Twitter,
a smal group of mourners were gath
ered to solemnly pay respect to the
victims of 9/11.
"This is historic," I told my room
mate. "We should go." We grabbed our
coats and started walking.
Before we went underground at
the Queensbridge subway stop. Twitter
reported that the vigil had grown to a
couple hundred. Other tweets told of
people singing hymns and choruses of
God Bless America.
As we sleepily rode the "E" train
under Manhattan, more and more
spectators boarded the trains, hoping
to be a part of the historic ceremony at
G r o u n d Z e r o .
Tyier Zimmerman (left) and his roommates in front of Freedom Tower
Photo courtesy of NYMAG.COM
Laden's death. People linked videos of
the party at Ground Zero with com
ments like, "No longer proud to be an
American," or "Really guys? Would Jesus
celebrate death?"
A lot of people condemned those
partiers.
At first, I didn't really tell anyone I
had been there, especially not my paci
fist friends back in Ore., many of whom
were disgusted at the notion that
people were so happy about someone
being killed.
However, I th ink there was more
going on that night than people ob
served. While many Americans did
show an ugly display of hate, there was
something profoundly special going
on at Ground Zero.
Sept. 11 has defined the last
decade for many of those Americans.
Many were in elementary school 10
years ago. Many, like myself, woke up
that morning and were told to watch
the news. Osama Bin Laden made their
world a dangerous place. For the first
time in their lives, they felt targeted.
The problem was that for many
young people there was no one to
b l a m e . N o a n s w e r s .
B in Laden 's dea th was tha t fi rs t
a n s w e r . F o r t h e fi r s t t i m e i n a l m o s t 1 0
years, there was cheering, hugging,
and tears of joy at Ground Zero. People
were happy—they embraced each
other, thanked service men and women
a n d c h a n t e d o u r P r e s i d e n t ' s n a m e .
That night was more than a giant
middle finger to a dead terrorist. Our
nation was so thirsty for justice that Bin
L a d e n ' s d e a t h w a s t h e c l o s e s t e v e n t t o
justice Ground Zero had seen in years.
After that night, I found myself
asking what was the proper response
to Bin Laden's death?
i t s e e m s l i k e a h a r d l i n e t o w a l k :
justice may not have been served, but
at the same time, his death brought
heal ing and peace to many who
n e e d e d i t .
I t h i n k I ' v e c o m e t o r e a l i z e b o t h t h e
beauty and the ugliness about that
night; the hate, but also the healing.
Bin Laden's death was a complex event.
It doesn't do any good to label the Al-
Qaeda leader as 'just' or 'unjust' The
night at Ground Zero has caused me
to reflect on the larger things going
on in America: our perceptions of
justice, perhaps our need for catharsis
in a world beleaguered by setbacks, or
even our capacity to find beauty and
truth in ugly situations.
Gardas i l : i s the vac
cine worth getting?
B y T O R I N U N N E N K A M P
C r e s c e n t S t a f f
Health and Counseling
Services has begun offering
the Gardasil human papil
lomavirus vaccine at George
Fox University, and Christian
students are starting to raise
c o n c e r n s .
The common argument
against Gardasil in Christian
communi t ies revolves around
the idea that the vaccine pro
motes sexual promiscui ty.
Thus, sexual activity before
marriage is considered taboo,
especially on the George Fox
campus where the popular
slogan,"Ring by Spring."is held
in high regard.
Many argue that the dis
t r i b u t i o n o f t h e v a c c i n e c o u l d
encourage young adults to be
sexually uninhibited once the
threat of cervical cancer has
b e e n e l i m i n a t e d . H o w e v e r ,
it is my hope that those who
r e c e i v e t h e v a c c i n e a r e n o t
swayed by this belief.
Angle Rofelty, a sopho
more at George Fox, supports
t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n o f G a r d a s i l o n
campus. "Some people think it
gives you a license to have sex,
but I think it's just protecting
against cancer," said Rofelty.
G a r d a s i l i s a v a c c i n e f o r
b o t h g e n d e r s , p r o m o t e d
to prevent the devastating
e f f e c t s o f c a n c e r . I t s s o l e a i m
is to protect against HPV. Ac
cording to its Web site, Gar
dasil "contains a protein that
he lps the body 's immune
system produce antibodies
against HPV—without causing
a n i n f e c t i o n . "
B e n e fi t s o f t h e v a c c i n e
include protection from two
types of HPV that typically
cause 75% of cervical cancer
cases and, for men and women
ages nine to 26, protection
from 90% of genital warts
c a s e s . S i d e e f f e c t s o f G a r d a s i l
include pain, swelling, itching,
bruising, and dizziness. Those
w h o h a v e a n i n t o l e r a n c e t o
y e a s t o r a r e p r e g n a n t a r e
advised against receiving the
v a c c i n e .
Although young adults
could justify more sexual rela
tionships after being vaccinat
ed, those who use Gardasil as
a n i n c e n t i v e t o h a v e m o r e s e x
are not likely to be concerned
about the o ther ramificat ions
of promiscuity.
Hopefully, the majority of
recipients would consider the
vaccine as a purely medicinal
procedure that does not guar
antee them against all cases
of cervical cancer nor does it
eliminate the threat of sexually
transmitted diseases, acquired
immune deficiency syndrome,
or unplanned pregnancy.
Regarding the availability
of Gardasil on the George Fox
campus, surely health profes
sionals on every campus have
an obligation to make avail
a b l e v i a b l e v a c c i n e s t h a t c o u l d
prevent the Illness of students.
Simply providing students
with the option of being vac
cinated against cervical cancer
should not raise any more con
cerns than being vaccinated
against the flu, a process that
is never required on campus.
A m e r i c a i s s t i l l a l a n d o f f r e e
choice and voice, and students
c a n s t i l l c h o o s e t o r e c e i v e i t o r
n o t .
Health and Counceling Center
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The node chair: a fun desk alternative or an inhibition to learning?
B y M E L A N l E M O C K
Crescent Staff
When my eldest son, Benjamin, was
about eight months old, we bought him an
activity chair. It had wheels that allowed him
to move across the wood floor long before he
could walk (but not near the stairs, of course!);
he would pump his little legs and circumvent
our kitchen in no time. A tray surrounded
the seat, allowing him to eat cheerios as he
moved, and there were toys attached to the
trays: a rattle, a squishy toy that squeakedwhen he pressed it, a string of large beads.
My son loved his chair, and spent many happy
hours in it.
I must admit, when I walked into my
early morning literature class several weeks
ago, and saw the new desks instaled there,1 immediately thought of Benjamin's activity
c h a i r . ^ , ,
Officially called "node chairs, the desks
have wheels, allowing students to glide
through class. The node chairs provide a 360-
degree swivel, so that students can spin tosee anyone else in the room. And they have
a massive tray table—for books or, 1 suppose,
cheerios—and a cup holder that does not,
I've discovered, support coffee mugs wi
h a n d l e s . ,
There's a lot to love about these new
node chairs. As someone whose teaching
style leans heavily toward small group wor
and class discussion, I know the node chairs
support my pedagogy. It's so
have move students into groups when tneyare mobile, and in-class discussion tend to
be richer when students can spin m tne'
chairs to see whose talking.Though its
obvious when students have checke
too, because they don't use the node chair's
spin feature.
That's the point of the node chair, I
suppose: that it allows for teaching flexibil
ity. A YouTube video and a website explain as
well that the node chair "reinvents the tradi
tional classroom," allowing for more freedom
i n t h e c l a s s r o o m .
A professor can lecture, with all node
chairs pointing straight ahead, and the next
class instructor can have a discussion-based
class, and the next one can push the chairs
into small-group work. Such flexibility isn't
available in lecture halls, where the chairs are
fixed, and doing small group work requires a
gymnastic workout, students bending their
bodies this way and that to hear their peers.
Not everyone is necessarily a proponent
of the node chair. Kevin Jones, an associ
ate professor of Communication Arts and an
expert on interpersonal communications,
sees the change in furniture a bit more criti
cally.
"The chairs appeared to create more of
an individual culture," Jones said. "The chairs
seem to self contain each student - the table/
tray encloses each person into their own little
world. They even have their own little cup
holder." (One that doesn't fit coffee mugs,
he failed to add.) More significantly, Jones
wonders how the chairs affect students'
ability to communicate in class. Sure, the
chairs swivel and move and can do a ful 360,
but Jones believes they also limit students'
comfort with expressing ideas.
Using a word only communications
experts might love—proxemics-Jonesexplained that we gain a certain sense ofcomfort from sitting in the same place, with
the same people around us, making us less
inhibited. Proxemics explains a lot: like why
my husband and I have parked in the same
church pew for years, and are finally almost
comfortable shaking hands with the people
who've also sat there for years, even though
we still don't know their names. Anyway.
According to Jones, the node chairs
disrupt this comfort level: "The students do
not have any sense of control or comfort that
they will return each day to the same environ
ment, thus they come with anxiety," he said.
Students in his class may "migrate toward a
similar area of the room," but without fixed
spots, they cannot claim "their" comfort zone.
"When we feel safe and secure, we tend
to communicate more openly and freely.
These chairs appear to actually creating an
insecure and non-safe environment f rom a
proxemics and territoriality standpoint,"Jones
c o n c l u d e d .
And that, folks, is why I love being at
George Fox University. While I'm thinking
about how the swivel chairs make me nau
seous and how funny it would be to have
wheeled chairs in the choir room, where stu
dents could do daring node- chair stunts off
the risers, another professor is giving serious
consideration to the learning implications of
our classroom spaces and the furniture we
purchase. Just like that, my perspective on
something is enriched by a colleague.
Over time, as node chairs make their way
into more classrooms, I'm sure we'll all learn
to adapt to this new way of learning. Perhaps
we'l l al l become more comfortable with the
how our personal classroom territory is chal
lenged by new furniture. Perhaps we'll decide
the tables and chairs are just as useful in
Kylie Oisen studying in a nodechair
Photo by ALEXIS CHRISTOPHERSON | The
C r e s c e n t
fostering strong classroom learning. Perhaps
we'll decide to move back to fixed seats in
lecture halls with teeny-tiny desk spaces
(though I hope not).
In the meantime, I'm merely hoping my
students will stop swaying back and forth in
their chairs while class is in session. I get dizzy
by the motion. And it might just be the chairs
need one more feature. I'm thinking some
baby toys for busy hands, and maybe some
cheerios, might just soothe students into
communicating, even if their territories have
b e e n b r e a c h e d .
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Homecoming Court
Photos from Homecoming
c o r o n a t i o n 2 0 11
Above,The Homecoming Court lines up at the soccer field to find out who will be this year's King and Queen
Below, Emily Jordan excitedly finds the Tiara in her box as Hannah Souter looks on
Left, Homecoming
King Tyler Zimmer
man and Queen Emily
Jordan, stand together
for a quick picture
Photos courtesy of MARGARET VOGT | Blue Zone Coordinator
Above,The 2011 Homecoming Court comes together for a picture. From left to right
Hannah Souter.Josh Couch.Tyler Zimmerman.Allen Cassel, Breanna Nix. and Chris Martin
DADT: Don't Ask, Don't Tell
Continued from page 6
assumption to a national policy.
That, my friends, is Just wrong. This
message is not only harmful to the gay com
munity by reducing their lifestyle to a series
of flippant, lurid encounters, but is hurtful to
service women and men who put their lives
on the line every day for the same people
who campaign against their rights as sol
d i e r s .
Today, our nation finally decided to righta wrong that is 18 years overdue. Ending
DADT is better late than never. I will never
have a chance to go back and stand up for
my dear friend Alex and chasten the man
who thought he had him all figured out. But
I do have the chance to stand up for him
now. To apologize for not saying words that
should have been said and to assure him
that from now on, no matter how sickeningly
nice a Job requires me to be, I will guard his
reputation as both a gay man and an excel
l e n t s e a m s t r e s s .
We have been given another chance to
stand for equality in this country. True Justice
is vital and necessary, whether it is in the
legal system or in a conversation on a bus.
We can't stand by and keep quiet anymore.
SLAVERY: Sex slavery in Portland
Continued from page 6
When most people think of human traf
ficking, they are often aware that it is a huge
problem in foreign countries, particularlythird world countries. But what they don't
realize is that it is continually becoming a
bigger and bigger problem right here in our
own country, with our own people working
as the pimps and our own girls as victims.
Every single day on the streets of Portland,
girls as young as 12 are forced to go into a
room with a strange man and give up their
body, along with their freedom, their rights,and their dignity. And if they don't, they are
beaten, or threatened, or both.
But why Portland? If people are aware
of the trafficking that goes on in the U.S.,
Portland certainly wouldn't be one of the
first major cities to come to mind. How
about somewhere a little bigger, like L.A., or
Chicago, or New York?
Portland is in the perfect location for
traffickers. It is right along 1-5, which traffick
ers can use to easily transport their victims
between Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland
and Seattle. This stretch of freeway is also
used to transport drugs between Mexico and
Canada. It also lies along 1-84, which traffick
ers can use to transport victims east to west,
as well as two rivers, attractive to traffickers
as we l l .
Portland also has a very relaxed law re
garding trafficking, as well as a legal sex in
dustry which makes it an easy city to find
business In. The high population of homeless
teens helps a lot, too.
The main thing that needs to be done
about the problem as of right now is aware
ness. People have no idea that this is happen
ing right here in their own country, let alonetheir own city. And because the industry is so
underground and dangerous to get involved
with, it is hard to know the true statistics.
Some estimate that there are approximately
300, 000 victims in the United States right
now, but there could be even more that we
don't know about.
If nothing is done about this soon, those
numbers will continue to go up; because
whether we admit it or not, sex trafficking
is happening right here in our backyard. It
needs to stop now.
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